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Introduction

Juspay is the leading mobile payments platform in India. The 
company's online platform is a SaaS layer on top of payment 
gateways to simplify integration, improve robustness and ease the 
management of diverse and rapidly evolving payment options, 
enabling users to make electronic transactions securely and 
efficiently.



Haskell & PureScript are at the heart of our tech strategy. It has 
enabled us to build custom frameworks and DSLs raising our team's 
productivity to do 10X work. With our experience in scaling FP to a 250 
member team, we are investing in new learning methods for India's 
young and vibrant talent to create a generation of Haskell’s here!


Introduction



Bulk of 
India’s 
Merchant 
Passes 
Through 
Juspay  

ALL
Market Share

SDKs in Flipkart, Amazon, 
Uber, Ola, Swiggy, 
MakeMyTrip

5Mn
Txns/Day

PayU - 2M Txns/Day

Razorpay - 0.5M 
Txns/Day

200Mn
SDK installs

Vs Flipkart App 

#1 e-tailer 130Mn 
Downloads 

133%
YoY growth

Growth in 
transactions per day 
from Last Year 

>80%
Market Share

Our Merchants collective 
share of mobile market

2.2Bn
Txns so Far

Generating data 
about patterns in 
User Behaviour



VisionJuspay helps companies simplify payments by providing 
the best end-to-end payments stack as a fully managed 
SaaS service for large and medium size online 
merchants in India. It involves unifying 100+ payments 
APIs, providing a customizable SDK with micro-apps to 
manage the payments UI and also automating the end 
to end payments operations.



In addition, Juspay partners with banks and networks, 
often running its application inside the banks to provide 
differentiated solutions. Examples are its full stack UPI 
solution in banks that powers Amazon and Google Pay 
and its OTP less 2FA Solutions that power companies like 
Flipkart, PhonePe.

Overview

Vision
Simplify payments by building the 
foundational digital rails to enable the 
billion people in India with secure 1-Click 
payments & micro credit.



Markets  India’s Trilliom -$ Payments Potential

55%
Last 5 year CAGR of 
online payments

106%
2020 Growth rate 
of online payments

$0.03
Per GB coxt of 
internet data in India

600M
Mobile 

phone users 

60% of India is 
not online yet

FY21 FY21

FY25 FY25
~1.5 in 10 is an active 
online shopper

Share of Cards+Digital 
payments: 30%

E-commerce is set 
to more than double

6X projected growth 
in mobile payments

Share of Cards+Digital 
payments: 30%

PANDEMIC HAS 
FAST-TRACKED 
ONLINE 
FURTHER

AND INDIA’S 
JUST GETTING 
STARTED

$80 Billion $140 Billion

$200 Billion $900 Billion



Products
Merchant Payment Product

Cross-platform, fully customizable dynamic SDK 
to manage end-end payments of merchants 

Payment Gateway API Unifier; Payment page 
product, offering end-to-end payment solutions 
(UI and API) to merchants.

UPI-PSP stack used by the likes of Amazon Pay, 
Cred, Google Pay, Dream 11, etc with Axis, Yes, and 
ICICI bank

Next-Gen frictionless no OTP 2FA solution 
partnering with VISA.

UPI SDK within merchant apps used in Cred, 
Amazon, etc.

World’s First Payments Browser; 

SDK (client only solution)

Payment Page SDK

Express Checkout (API Unifier)

UPI PSP Backend

Visa 1-Click SDK

UPI In-App SDK

Juspay Safe (Payments Browser)

UPI Product



(Blue boxes are Juspay’s solutions; the top layer displays the SaaS and SDK and the below layers highlights the parts built with bank and network partnerships)




Next to Engineering excellence, Juspay anchors on making deep ecosystem investments to pay it forward and create the 
market to reach a billion people. Juspay designed and built the UPI authenticator (called UPI common library) and also the 
BHIM UPI app with National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI). It is also building the OCEN (Open Credit Enablement 
Network) reference app, with contributions extending to defining the protocol itself. OCEN is purported to be the UPI for 
credit. Another long term ecosystem investment is Beckn, which is an open protocol for hyper local realtime commerce. 
Juspay has built the reference app for the multi-modal transportation/ticketing services for hyper local city 

transportation networks.




Among its clients are large customers like Amazon India, Flipkart, Bigbasket, Ola, Bookmyshow, Makemytrip, Swiggy, 
Vodafone Idea, ICICI Prudential, Cred etc.

It might be a cliché, but Juspay truly believes in creating 10X value via people’s creativity. Enabling people to solve big 
problems with 10X work ethic and making courageous moves is a part of the culture. Be it building the BHIM app in 3 weeks 
or building internal frameworks like Presto (a lightweight React Native equivalent for SDK embedding) are testament to this. 
In March 2020, during the Series B funding round, the company announced ESOP buyback for employees who helped 
create such a culture.



Payments
Manage entire payments as a sevice. Fully own ans solve for Merchant’s 
payments problems: Frictionless 2FA UX, Best in class Success Rates & 
Embracing diversity in integrations

Payments browser to support native overlays on 

bank ACS pages and Netbanking screens. Direct 

debit with App2App switch to bank mobile app. 

New 1-Click 2FA solutions in partnership with 

networks. 


End to end payment operations without a need for a 

payments team. Taking care of payment page, 

payments help, payment gateway config, switching, 

refunds, fulfillment, offers, reconciliation etc.  Systems 

and teams to monitor & relentlessly focus on 

improving customer experience & success rates. 

Cross Platform fully native paymentpPage with 

data based Adaptive UI to optimise conversion.  

Configurator to enable merchants to customize for 

different use cases. Ability to dynamically update 

without depending on app release.

PAYMENT PAGE - CROSS PLATFORM 
NATIVE

OUTSOURCE END-END 
PAYMENT OPS

1-CLICK 2FA ACROSS 
PAYMENT METHODS

Payment Page + Configurator

Safe Browser

Hyper SDK- 


SDK as a client Infra 
Container

Electra API Factory - 


Scalable API 
create consume

Presto DSL- 


Special language 
blocks for Payments

Iris Data- 


User behaviour 
analysis auto 
anomaly

DBMesh- 


Decentralized, Offline 

First OLTP DB

EC - PG/API Unifier Fulfillment Payments Help Offer Engine Auto Anomaly Detector

Card Vault

SOLUTIONS

PRODDUCTS

/PLATFORMS

Reconciliation Recurring Marketplace Settlements

Hyper Canvas- 


Creation tool platform  
for visual code/config



Purescript based Rapid App Development 
framework. Utilizes conversational DSLs to 
enable modeling business logic as goal 
trees. Used to build an entire UPI-based 
payment app in a month’s time.


Automatic Regression Testing system 
automatically creates regression tests by 
recording IO side-effects of a business 
application in production. It greatly 
simplifies their testing strategies.

Hyper SDK

Configurator

Elektra API Factory

Presto

ART

Fully Native Payments Page. It is a lightweight 
(35KB) react-native like micro-app platform. 
Enables dynamic updates to payment flows 
without the merchant needing to update the 
entire app. 

Enabling 10x faster Payment Page creation 
using WYSIWYG tools. Abstracted UI 
components to reuse the markup across 
projects. Handles custom components and 
outputs cross-platform code.

 

Enable the Operations team to create and implement API integrations and configurations using just 
Excel sheets. Provides immense edge in enabling a non-dev but motivated ops team to take up any 
urgent requirements.

Tech - 
Application 
Building 
Blocks



System 
Building 
Blocks

A distributed, scalable, and entirely Haskell-
based data processing & visualization 
system. Handling analytics of over 10 million 
transactions . Real-time anomaly detection 
built-in.


Big Data toolchain for payments 
conversion tracking and auto-anomaly 
detection and data visualization. User 
Behaviour Analysis; Auto Anomaly Detect

DB mesh

Nebula

Hyper Canvas

Vision

IRIS

An eventually consistent Key-Value store. 
Their own framework built to solve for 
scaling (10x) and handling huge spike 
(10x-20x). Decentralized, Offline, First OLTP 
DB.

An abstraction layer over all infrastructure 
tools and APIs. Helps create, manage & 
maintain infrastructure components with 
types. Haskell DSL for coding infrastructure. It 
is a POC for infrastructure automation.

 

Creation Tool Platform for Code/Config



BHIM App
Juspay designed and built the BHIM App in 3 weeks. It enabled 

free, instant, account-to-account transfers and was a major 

catalyst in kick-starting the UPI ecosystem.

UPI
The JusPay engineering team designed and built the Core 2-Factor 

Authentication SDK for NPCI/UPI which is part of EVERY UPI App 

(Google Pay, PhonePe, PayTM, Whatsapp, Amazon Pay). The SDK is in 

every phone in India - 300 million+ installs. Part of a few billion 

transactions every month. JusPay is constantly working with NPCI to 

innovate on the authentication systems, including a new version of 

the 2FA SDK to enable micro and disconnected payments - 

solution, design and building the SDK.s

Contributions 
to the 
Ecosystem



OCEN/CREDALL 
(Open credit enablement network)

It reimagines the lending ecosystem in a manner wherein any 
service provider that interfaces with customers can now also 
play the role of credit provider. OCEN provides a standard set of 
tools that represent the various components of a typical lending 
value chain, allowing any app, marketplace, aggregator etc. to 
'plug in' lending into their current operations. The core API / 
Protocol design was predominantly done by Juspay engineers as 
volunteers over the last 1.5 years. They have built the first two 
reference implementations of the OCEN LSP App and Platform 
(the way BHIM App catalysed UPI) that will launch with two 
prominent government entities.

BECKN
It is an open protocol for enabling mobility and hyperlocal 
commerce. It is a set of specifications that allows for commerce 
to take place between a provider and a consumer. Its 
philosophy seeks to unbundle the existing approach to internet 
commerce — which is broadly described as “centralised and 
platform-based”, and move to a more “open, network-based 
and marketplace approach”. Juspay has been part of the core 
team since day 1. They formulated the core protocols and built 
the first reference implementations of the App & Gateway.



Key Metrics
All Big Merchants

250 Million
SDK Installs

6 Million
Transaction Day

Over $25 Billion
Annualised Payment Volume

100,000
Logs/Events per second

merchants’ collective share of mobile payments

Growth in UPI PSP Total Processed Volumed (TPV)
300% Y-o-Y Growth

>80% Markets Share



99.999%
Availability

1-Click
Experience Peak Volume

2,000 Transactions per second

Business Model Cash Flow Positive 25 Age

Over $25 Billion
Annualised Payment Volume

Merchants - commission on every 
transaction value

Banks - recurring, revenue-share models

EBITDA Negative,  

Gross Margin 50-60%

Generating Exclusive data about patterns in user behaviour

5 Billion+ Transactions so far

Average 
team of age



Tech Stack



Tech 
Landscape

 Have rich data of 5 Billion transactions, to ensure End-to-end picture with big data analytic
 Fraud Detection & Preventio
 Multi cloud setup AWS & GCP, with Kubernetes, Envoy/Istio Mesh, Clickhouse, large scale data pipelines with Kafka, 

KeyValue storage mesh with Redis/DynamoDB and Aurora etc
 Their big bet on Functional Programming makes it cheap to build DSLs. Their Payments DSL for making Transactional UI 

and API backends has made them 10X efficient at writing high quality business logic. Their DSL has enabled QA teams to 
become system integrators. Their Devs are now framework creators. Their StackOverflow usage is close to zero

 Code base is monolithic; Deployment on micro services. It will always be blended.




Maximize value creation

Create value from nothing. Do more with less. Do the right thing.



Enable people for 10x

Help people develop their true potential. Develop a depth-seeking culture.



Take big, courageous moves

In the right direction. Don’t be afraid of the unknown. De-risk & take big jumps.



Code + design building blocks

Build solid, lasting frameworks in both - code & ux. Digital wave has just begun!



Unify : bring order to chaos

Think up from first principles. Codify. Integrate. Abstract out. Do basics. Focus.



Open up & break stale rigidity

Be curious about adjacent possibles. Adopt a ‘play’ mindset & challenge 
assumptions.



Harmonize chaos and order

Be striving towards the greater good. Balance ideal and practical.


Culture 
& DNA



Thankyou


